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Towards the Automatic Generation of Programmed Foreign-Language Instructional Materials

The report includes descriptions of the following: 1) A PDP-10 assembly language program for the selection from a coded vocabulary list of individual words to be used in generating a number of concrete drill sentences corresponding to a single abstract sentence pattern, 2) a coding system designed to allow the concise statement of a large set of semantic-syntactic patterns in which a given vocabulary item can be employed, 3) a program which utilizes material encoded according to the system described under 2) above to produce the total set of individual phrase and sentence patterns available for the teaching of the given vocabulary item, 4) a program for the automatic listing of individually coded vocabulary items under the semantic classes to which they belong, 5) a new string-manipulation language for the PDP-10 computer, designed to facilitate the creation of programs dealing with language material without excessive utilization of machine storage, and 6) an Elementary Verbal Communicator program for the conversion of a limited set of English language statements concerning a base and/or target language to a) an operation-code string which can be used to locate appropriate frame-generation routines, and b) a set of instructional variables to be utilized by such frame-generation routines.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY WORDS</th>
<th>LINK A</th>
<th>LINK B</th>
<th>LINK C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>WT</td>
<td>ROLE</td>
<td>WT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- computer-based instruction
- computer-based generation of learning
- materials
- language instruction
- programmed instruction
- programming languages
- sentence generation
- string manipulation
- utterance patterns
Introduction.

An attempt to provide a thorough-going answer to the question of the extent to which the utilization of a computational system can facilitate the generation of programmed materials for the teaching of foreign languages would involve a consideration of so many elusive variables as to necessitate a prolonged research effort by a number of specialists in such diverse areas as computer hardware, systems programming, compilers and interpreters, peripheral devices, foreign language teaching, and programmed instruction. The purpose of this report is a much more modest one--to describe a set of programs, written for and successfully implemented on the PDP-10 computing system of the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences at Stanford University, which either perform certain tasks useful in the generation of programmed foreign-language instructional material or facilitate the writing of such task-oriented programs by other researchers.

Since no further Federal funds have been requested by the principal investigator for research in this area, each program dealt with below will be presented insofar as possible, on its own terms, without overly great emphasis on the advantages which might flow from its integration with programs not as yet implemented. (The ties between two or more existing programs are, of course, pointed out in the introduction to the sections dealing with each of the individual programs.)

1. Program for the Cycled Selection of Individual Vocabulary Items Belonging to Certain Semantic Classes.

1.0 Purpose and Justification.

It would appear that a certain economy in the generation of foreign-language instructional material could be achieved by taking advantage of the fact that in the case of vast numbers of concrete utterances one or more of the vocabulary items which make up the utterance can be replaced by any one of a (in the case of elementary language courses almost always fairly limited) set of other vocabulary items without destroying the...
acceptability of the utterance. Thus, for instance, in the English utterance the doctor is writing a book, the word doctor can be replaced by any member of a set including such words as lawyer, man, teacher, author, and girl. The word book could be replaced by any member of a set which includes the words poem, story, novel, letter, and speech. It would appear that if we labelled the first set 'non-infant humans' and the second 'written object' we could rewrite the utterance as the (non-infant human) is writing a (written object), in which the set labels are set off from concrete words by parentheses. Assuming that the words listed above exhaust the membership of the sets in question (a situation quite possible in the early stages of a first-year language course), we see that the rewritten utterance could itself be rewritten in twenty-five different ways by replacing both of the set labels by different members of the sets in question.

The above example is, of course, an extremely crude one. On the one hand it takes no account of the additional acceptable utterances which might be produced by allowing some variation in the grammatical categories expressed in the original utterance (e.g. the doctor has written a book, the doctors are writing a book, etc.). On the other hand, it ignores troublesome cases of the type the doctor is writing the prescription (in which the set of items which can replaced doctor is very small) and such complications as the difference in set membership needed to account for the doctor is reading (not writing) a newspaper.

However, there is as yet no reason to believe that, within the framework of a given language course, the use of set labels would not result in considerable economies in a large number of cases. The fact that such economies might not stand in any direct relationship to those attainable on the basis of a thorough analysis of the total semantic structure of a given language need not concern us here.

Given the desirability of the replacement of some or all of the constituents of utterance types by set labels, there can be no doubt that it would be useful to develop a program capable of replacing any given set label by an individual member of the set in question. Furthermore, it would also be desirable to have 1) some record of the relative frequency of usage of the various members of the set, and 2) a means of insuring that this frequency would remain relatively uniform for all members of the set.

1.1 Documentation

1.1.1 Function of the Program

For the above mentioned ends the principal investigator wrote and implemented a PDP-10 assembly language program which examines a string containing one or more set labels and replaces those labels it encounters with words belonging to the sets in question. In addition, this program examines the usage index accompanying each member of the given set and selects the member to be used in a given case from the subset with the lowest index. Finally, the usage index of the member selected is increased by one, unless
this would result in an index greater than the upper limit (decimal 9). In the latter case, the index of the member selected is set at one and those of the other set members are reset to zero.

1.12 File Format.

1.121 Input Files.

The input for the program consists of 1) a disk file (channel 1) containing one or more strings including set labels to be replaced by set members, and 2) a disk file (channel 2) containing an alphabetized list of set labels each accompanied by the members of the given set.

1.1211 String Format.

Each string on channel 1 must include 1) one or more set labels, each of which must be enclosed in parentheses, and 2) a slash, not enclosed in parentheses, indicating the end of the given string. The string may include other items not enclosed in parentheses, e.g., punctuation marks and concrete language material. The only restriction on such items is that they not include any of the following: an opening or closing parenthesis, a slash, a plus mark (see 1.12111), a comma (see 2.2.232), a divide sign (see 2.2.2412), or either of the symbols < and > (see 1.1222). Except for the terminating slash, which is omitted from output strings, material not enclosed in parentheses is simply transferred from the input to the output file without affecting the flow of the program in any other way.

1.12111 Format of Set Labels in Strings.

As was pointed out in the preceding paragraph, set labels within input strings are regularly enclosed in parentheses. However, it may often prove useful for other purposes to include with a given set label additional information concerning the item in question, such as its syntactic role in the given string or possible restrictions on the set of grammatical categories (e.g., number, tense) it may exhibit. In order to permit the convenient notation of such additional information it was decided to utilize a plus sign placed immediately after the final character of a given set label in place of the closing parenthesis. The latter is used to terminate the information accompanying the label. Thus, material accompanying a set label may include any characters other than an opening or closing parenthesis, a slash or a plus sign.

1.12112 Examples of String Input.

1.121121 String Containing only Set Labels Unaccompanied by Additional Information.

(person) (emotion verb) (person)/

1.121122 Same String as 1.21121 with Punctuation Mark (Period).

(person) (emotion verb) (person)/
1.121123 Same String as 1.21122 with Concrete Language Items.
(person) does not (emotion verb) (person).

1.121124 Same String as 1.21123 with Additional Syntactic Information.
(person + subject) does not (emotion verb) (person + direct object).

1.121125 Same String as 1.21124 with Additional Information on Category Restrictions.
(person + subject singular) does not (emotion verb) (person + direct object plural).

Note that only the items in 1.121121 are significant for the program in question. The other examples merely illustrate the manner in which additional material, presumably of use in connection with other programs, can be included along with the significant items.

1.1212 Set-List Format.
Each of the alphabetically ordered set labels on channel 2 is immediately followed by the members of the set in question.

1.12121 Set-Label Format.
Each set label is enclosed in parentheses. Labels may include any character except a parenthesis, slash, or plus mark. In contrast to 1.2111, no additional information of any kind is permitted within the parentheses enclosing the label.

1.12122 Set-Member Format.

1.121221 Set-Member Delimiters.
Each member of a set is set off by 1) a preceding less-than-or-equal sign (<), and 2) a following greater-than-or-equal sign (>).
Aside from the usage index discussed in 1.12122 below, the characters occurring between these two delimiters are never examined by the program and may include, in addition to the basic form of a given vocabulary item, additional coded information on the item in question, such as its inflectional or syntactic peculiarities. While it is obvious that certain conventions would have to be established in order to insure the proper interpretation of such information by programs concerned with generating inflected forms or establishing the appropriate categories to be assigned to words governed by or modifying the word in question, such conventions are irrelevant to the operation of the program under consideration.

1.12122 Usage Index.
Immediately after the initial < there is a single decimal digit indicating the relative frequency of usage for the word in question. This digit, which can range from 0 to 8, is increased by one each time the given word is selected for use in a concrete sentence. The program rejects for
use in any given case a set member with a usage index higher than that of any other member of the set, thus insuring a relatively uniform frequency of use for all members of the set. (When the usage index of each member of the set reaches eight, all of the indices in question are reset to zero.)

1.12123 Examples of Set-List Format.

1.121231 Set Labels.

(person)
(square object)
(emotion verb)

1.21232 Set Members (with zero usage index).

\<\text{man}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{cube}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{like}\>\text{\>_}

1.21233 Set Labels followed by Set Members (with zero usage index).

(person)
\<\text{man}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{woman}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{boy}\>\text{\>_}

(square object)
\<\text{cube}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{square}\>\text{\>_}

(emotion verb)
\<\text{like}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{hate}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{despise}\>\text{\>_}
\<\text{adore}\>\text{\>_}

1.122 Output Files.

The output of the program consists of 1) a disk file (channel 3) consisting of one or more strings containing members of the sets specified in the input strings discussed under 1.1211 above, and 2) a disk file (channel 4) containing the updated version (i.e., the version with usage indices reflecting the utilization of set members employed in the output strings) of the set list described under 1.1212 above.

1.221 Output String Format.

Each set label of the input string has been replaced by a member of the set in question. Where the set label of the input string was accompanied by additional information of the type described in 1.1211, such additional information is placed immediately before the closing delimiter of the set member. The usage index of the set member is omitted in the output string.
1.2211 Examples of String Output with Corresponding Input.

1.22111 Input Set Labels Lacking Additional Information.

Input: (person) (emotion verb) (person) ./
Output: < man > < like > < woman > .

1.22112 Input Set Labels Including Additional Information.

Input: (person + definite) (emotion verb + 3. s. pres.)
(person + definite). /
Output: < man + definite > < like + 3. s. pres. >
< woman + definite > .

1.222 Updated-Set-List Format.

The format of the updated set list is identical with that of the set-list input file described in 1.1212. Only the usage indices of set members utilized in the output strings described under 1.221 differ from the corresponding items on the input file.

1.2221 Example of Updated Set List Corresponding to Input Set List Given Under 1.21233 after Generation of Output String Given Under 1.22111.

(person)
<\l man >
< l woman >
\o boy >

(square object)
\o cube >
\o square >

(emotion verb)
< l like >
\o hate >
\o despise >
\o adore >

1.2 Evaluation and Prospects for Future Development.

The program in question performs a useful, if somewhat trivial, function. It could be made more valuable by the addition of two features: reiterative string generation and optional non-incrementation of the usage index of a given set member. The latter feature would allow the repeated utilization of one and the same set member within a single output string (as in, for example, this man likes Mary and that man hates her). The former would allow the generation of more than one output string for a single specified input string, presumably by means of a decimal digit placed after the final slash of the string. Thus, using the sets given under 1.21233, the input string
Whether or not reiterative string generation is implemented, it would be extremely desirable to have some means of avoiding undesirable limitations on the make-up of output strings resulted from random coincidences in the number of members constituting individual sets (e.g., the limitation of a group of ten output strings from sets A, B, and C, each with three members to the types $A^1 B^1 C^1$, $A^2 B^2 C^2$, and $A^3 B^3 C^3$). Where the output strings are all generated from a single input specification this problem can be solved simply by comparing each new output string with those previously generated and replacing one or more members until either a new string is formed or all possible combinations are exhausted. In other cases one might insure that no two sets would have the same number of members by adding dummy members with an "illegal" usage index at the end of some of the sets. (Whenever such a dummy was encountered the first member of the set could be utilized, but only the illegal index usage of the dummy member would be raised. By keeping the illegal indices in a fixed relation to those of the real members of the set it would be possible to include more than one dummy member in a given set.)

2. Coding System for Concise Formulation of a Relatively Large Number of Semantic-Syntactic Patterns.

2.0 Justification and Purpose.

As was pointed out in 1.1 above, the utilization of input strings containing one or more set labels corresponding to groups of words sharing certain semantic features may enable us to generate a large number of concrete sentences from a single specified input string. Such input strings will henceforth be referred to as semantic-syntactic patterns, since, as we have seen in 1.12111, they may include as much information as necessary concerning the syntactic roles played by the members of the string.

The question arises whether it might be possible to attain certain economies in the specification of the semantic-syntactic patterns themselves by developing a coding system which would permit two or more semantic-syntactic patterns including one or more common set labels to be included within a single 'master pattern.' From the point of view of an individual generating the input for a language course, such a formulation would presumably be more economical than the separate specification of each of the semantic-syntactic patterns in question. It would, of course, necessitate the development of some procedure for the retrieval of individual patterns from a master pattern, a procedure discussed in section 3 below.

The exact extent to which the use of master patterns would prove more economical than the specification of all individual patterns is difficult to predict. However, it would appear that in certain cases considerable
gains could be made. One of these cases is that of a noun which can occur with only one of a set of mutually exclusive modifiers, e.g., the noun house, which can be modified by the definite article, the indefinite article, a demonstrative adjective or a possessive adjective (e.g., the house, a house, this house, my house), but not, at least in normal usage, by two or more of these at the same time (e.g., *the a house, *a my house, *this the house, etc.)

Another case occurs when a word dependent on another word may, but need not, itself be modified by yet another word, e.g., good books, very good books, write letters, write short letters, write very short letters.

While it may be that a more sophisticated approach to input coding will account for such cases by the use of general algorithms based on considerations of semantic and/or syntactic compatibility, it would not be unreasonable to provide a more immediate means of reducing the redundancies which might arise from an approach limited to the specification of individual patterns.

2.1 General Characteristics of a Desirable Coding System.

A coding system for master patterns should make a clear distinction between items which must be present in any and all the individual patterns generatable from the master pattern and those which are absent from one or more of the individual patterns. Within the latter group it must distinguish, on the one hand, between items which can cooccur and items which are mutually exclusive, and, on the other, between items which can occur independently of any other item and items which are dependent on another item, i.e., which can occur in an individual pattern only if another item is present. Finally, the coding system must provide for the above distinctions with a maximum of simplicity so that the specification of master pattern does not involve significantly greater effort and possibility for error than the specification of an individual pattern including approximately the same number of characters.

2.2 Introductory Comments on The Proposed Coding System.

2.21 Relation of the Proposed Coding System to the Format of Individual Semantic-Syntactic Patterns.

Since individual semantic-syntactic patterns must contain at least one or more set labels delimited by parentheses (cf. 1.1211) it would seem reasonable to utilize parentheses as the fundamental delimiter in master patterns as well. On the other hand, since the plus sign can occur within individual set labels (cf. 1.12111), it cannot conveniently be used as a set-label delimiter in a master pattern. The slash used to terminate individual syntactic-semantic patterns can be retained to signal the end of a master pattern.

2.22 Relation of the Proposed Coding System to Boolean Algebra.

The proposed coding system, while utilizing somewhat different symbols, was strongly influenced by Boolean algebra in 1) the utilization of parentheses, and 2) the expression of conjunction and disjunction.
it may be reasonably assumed that a large percentage of those reading this report will be familiar with the Boolean notation, it would seem that a discussion of the features of the proposed coding system can best be carried out by contrasting these features with their Boolean counterparts.

2.23 Conjunction.

2.231 Use of Parentheses to Express Subordinative Conjunction.

As was pointed out in 2.21, the utilization of parentheses in a delimitative function allows us to retain in master patterns symbols employed as delimiters in concrete semantic-syntactic patterns. In Boolean algebra the parentheses are utilized for determining the order of operations. In the proposed coding system this function has been essentially retained (for illustrations see 2.52 and 2.53 below). In addition, however, parentheses are employed in noting a subordinative conjunctive relationship between a pair of set labels, i.e., a relationship in which one of the conjoined set labels is grammatically dependent on (e.g., in agreement with, a modifier of, governed by) the other. This is accomplished by placing the dependent (i.e., governed, agreeing, or modifying) set label, together with its enclosing parentheses within the parentheses which enclose the non-dependent member of the pair. Thus, for example, the set-label pair (noun subject (verb predicate)) indicates that the predicate depends on (agrees with) the subject.

This additional function results in a much more extensive utilization of parentheses in our notation than in Boolean algebra, since there are numerous cases which necessitate the noting of subordinative conjunction between members of a set-label pair, even though the order of operations is irrelevant.

Thus, in Boolean algebra (A(B(C))) is merely an extremely uneconomical notation of (ABC) or simply ABC. In our notation, since it includes no indication of non-subordinative conjunction or of disjunction (see 2.232 and 2.24 below), (ABC) represents simply a single set label (recall that no set label may occur without parentheses), while (A(B(C))) represents three conjoined set labels such that C is dependent on (modifies or is governed by) B and B is dependent on A. The sequence (AB(C)) represents two conjoined set labels, (AB) and (C), the latter modifying or being governed by the former, while (A(BC)) shows the same relationships between the set labels (A) and (BC).

2.2311 The Ordering of Dependent Set Labels.

In order to simplify the operation of the program discussed in section 3 below, a dependent set label cannot precede the set label on which it is dependent. There is, for example, no such pattern as ((A)BC) or ((AB)C). The notation for such cases must be (BC(A)) and (C(AB)), respectively.
It follows that our dependency notation may entail significant differences between the order of set labels included in a master pattern and the order of concrete words occurring in sentences generated from individual semantic-syntactic patterns derived from the master pattern. Thus, a string of the type poor men might correspond to a master pattern including the set-label sequence (person (wealth adjective)). Provisions for converting dependency-oriented sequences to the order actually employed in utterance strings are discussed in section 3 below.

2.2312 Examples of the Use of Parentheses to Express Subordinative Conjunction.

2.23121 Master-Pattern Notation Matches Utterance Order.

Master-Pattern Notation: (person(emotion verb(person))).
Utterance: John likes Mary.

2.23122 Master-Pattern Notation Differs from Utterance Order.

Master-Pattern Notation: (writing verb(writing object(duration adjective(adjectival intensifier))))).
Utterance: Write very short stories.
(The master-pattern order (A(B(C(D)))) corresponds to the utterance order ADCE.)

2.232 Use of the Comma and Parentheses to Express Non-Subordinative Conjunction.

2.2321 Definition of Non-Subordinative Conjunction.

It is possible that two set labels which are themselves not members of the same dependency pair (i.e., do not have a subordinative conjunctive relationship with one another) may nevertheless play identical (dependent or, less frequently, non-dependent) roles in separate subordinative-conjunctive relationships with one and the same set label. From the point of view of grammatical analysis, such set-label pairs fall into two categories: those which are clearly cases of coordinative conjunction (e.g., big, black clouds) and those in which one of two dependent set labels can be viewed as dependent not on a single non-dependent set label but on the dependency pair formed by the non-dependent set label with the other dependent set label. Thus, for instance, in the phrase this old book the demonstrative adjective can be viewed as modifying the phrase old book. Again, in he rarely writes letters the adverb may be viewed as dependent on the phrase writes letters.

However, it would appear that little or nothing is gained by providing separate notations for these two types of sequences. In all the cases which have come to the attention of the principal investigator thus far, there is no evidence that items which could be viewed as dependent on a dependency pair as a whole behave differently from items dependent only on the non-dependent member of such a pair. Thus, the agreement of the demonstrative in such phrases as this old book follows
the same rules as in phrases of the type this book. Again the adverb in 

he rarely writes letters is subject to the same rules as the one in he 

rarely writes.

For this reason it would seem in the interests of notational economy 
to view both of the cases discussed above as examples of a single 

phenomenon--non-subordinative conjunction, i.e. a conjunctive relationship 

between two set labels not entailing the dependency of one of them on the 

other. Accordingly, phrases of the type this old book will receive the 

same notational treatment as those of the type old, tattered books.

2.2322 Notational Devices.

2.23221 Non-subordinative Conjunction of Two Set Labels Dependent on 

Third Set Label.

Since by definition set labels which stand in a non-subordinative 

conjunctive relationship to one another also play identical roles in 

separate subordinative conjunctive relationships to a third set label, 

it follows that if the non-subordinatively conjoined set labels are 

dependent on the third set label it would be possible simply to include 

both of the former within the parentheses enclosing the latter. For 

example, \((A(B)(C))\) would represent the non-subordinatively conjoined pair 

of set labels \((B)\) and \((C)\), each of which is dependent on the third set 

label \((A)\). However, it would appear that not only notational economy, 

but also graphic clarity would be served by introducing into our system 
a new delimitational symbol which would permit us to include 

non-subordinatively conjoined set labels within a single set of parentheses. 

Since the dot and the multiplication sign, commonly employed to denote 
conjuction in Boolean algebra, are easily confused with the period and 
the letter \(x\), respectively, it was decided to utilize the comma for this 
purpose. Thus, in place of \((A(B)(C))\) we may write \((A(B,C))\).

2.23222 Non-Subordinative Conjunction of Two Set Labels with 

Dependent Third Set Label.

It might seem at first glance that the notation of cases of this 
type (e.g. expensive hats and shoes, in which the adjective applies to 
both nouns) could follow the pattern established in 2.23221, i.e., that 
the non-subordinately conjoined set labels could be separated by a comma 
and the dependent third set label included within the parentheses 
surrounding the non-dependent pair. Thus, \((A,B(C))\) would represent the 
non-subordinatively conjoined set labels \((A)\) and \((B)\) and the third set 
label \((C)\) which depends on both \((A)\) and \((B)\).

Unfortunately, the utilization of this notation for cases of this 
type is rendered less than desirable by the need for a convenient 
representation of such phrases as this very old book, in which, from the 
point of view of our notational system, the adjective old participates 
in three relationships: 1) non-subordinative conjunctive with this, 
2) subordinative conjunctive with the non-dependent item book, and 
3) subordinative conjunctive with the dependent item very. In accordance
with 2.23221, the master pattern for phrases of this type could include (noun(demonstrative adjective, age adjective)). However, it would appear that the most convenient and graphically clear notation of the set label for the adjectival intensifier modifying old would be its inclusion between the set label corresponding to that adjective and the first closing parentheses, i.e., (noun(demonstrative adjective, age adjective(adjectival intensifier))).

It would therefore appear that, unless we wish to modify the notation adopted in 2.23221, it would be best to devise another notation for phrases of the type expensive hats and shoes. It would seem that this could be accomplished with maximal clarity by 1) placing the dependent third set label outside the parentheses surrounding the non-subordinatively conjoined pair and 2) indicating its dependence on the preceding pair by enclosing it within an extra set of parentheses. Thus, instead of (A,B(C))—a notation reserved for cases in which (C) is dependent only on (B)—we would write (A,B)((C)).

2.23223 Non-Subordinative Conjunction of More Than Two Set Labels.

It is quite possible that the non-subordinative conjunctive relationships discussed in 2.23221 and 2.23222 may hold among more than two set labels. Thus, instead of this old book or old, tattered books we might have this old, tattered book, with three non-subordinatively conjoined items dependent on book. On the other hand, in addition to phrases such as expensive hats and shoes we can expect expensive hats, shoes and gloves, in which expensive is dependent on three conjoined nouns.

The notation of such cases can be adequately handled simply by extending the techniques discussed in 2.23221 and 2.23222 to provide for the insertion of a delimiting comma after every non-subordinatively conjoined set label except the last. Thus, the first series cited in the preceding paragraph would correspond to the notation (A(B,C,D)), while the second would be written as (A,B,C)((D)).

2.2323 Examples of Non-Subordinative Conjunction.

2.23231 Two Non-Subordinatively Conjoined Set Labels.

2.232311 Non-Dependent Third Set Label.

Master-Pattern Notation: (noun(demonstrative pronoun, age adjective))/Utterance: this old book
Master-Pattern Notation: (noun(age adjective, condition adjective))/Utterance: old, tattered books

2.232312 Dependent Third Set Label.

Master-Pattern Notation: (purchase verb, sale verb)((object noun))/Utterance: buy and sell books
Master-Pattern Notation: (male adult, female adult)((wealth adjective))/Utterance: rich men and women
2.23232 More than Two Non-Subordinatively Conjoined Set Labels.

2.232321 Non-Dependent Subordinatively Conjoined Set Label.

Master Pattern: (noun(demonstrative pronoun, age adjective, condition adjective))/
Utterance: this old, tattered book

2.232322 Dependent Subordinatively Conjoined Set Label.

Master Pattern: (purchase verb, sale verb, exchange verb)((object noun))/
Utterance: buy, sell, and trade books

2.24 Disjunction.

2.241 Primary Role of Exclusive Disjunction.

Since, as was pointed out in 2.0 above, one of the strongest justifications for the creation of a master-pattern notation lies in the fact that certain words can occur with any one of a set of mutually exclusive modifiers, it is not unreasonable to attend first to the notation of the "exclusive or" relationship.

2.2411 Definition of Exclusive Disjunction.

For our purposes an exclusive disjunctive relationship can be said to occur between two or more set labels in a given master pattern when 1) for any concrete semantic-syntactic pattern derivable from the given master pattern only one of the set labels can be present, and 2) any one of the set labels, if it is indeed present in a concrete semantic-syntactic pattern, will play one and the same role in a dependency pair with one and the same subordinatively conjoined set label. Thus, for instance phrases of the type my book and this book could be derived from a single master-pattern formulation in which the set labels corresponding to my and this are in exclusive disjunction.

2.2412 Notation.

2.24121 Exclusive Disjunction between Two Set Labels.

Since we have already employed the plus sign within set labels (cf. 1.1211) it cannot conveniently be employed to indicate a disjunctive relationship between two set labels. Since, however, it seems desirable to utilize a symbol not normally employed in the strings constituting such labels, and because of the associative ties between disjunction, separation and division, it was decided to employ the divide sign (\~) to separate the members of an exclusive disjunctive pair. The subordinative conjunctive relationship of each member of the pair to a third set label in the master pattern is indicated by the devices discussed in 2.23221 and 2.23222 above. Thus, (A \~ B) indicates that the set labels (A) and (B) are in exclusive disjunction; (C(A \~ B)) indicates that whichever one of them is present in a given string will depend on (C); while (A \~ B)((C)) indicates that (C) will depend on whichever one of (A) or (B) occurs in a given string.
2.24122 Exclusive Disjunction between More Than Two Set Labels.

As in the case of non-subordinative conjunction, we simply modify the notation developed for pairs of set labels by writing a delimiter after each set label except the last. Thus, with a non-dependent subordinatively conjoined set label we write \((A(B + C + D))\), while with a dependent one we write \((A + B + C)(D)\).

2.2413 Example of Exclusive Disjunction.

Master Pattern: \((\text{noun(demonstrative adjective + possessive adjective + definite article)})\)

2.24131 Concrete Patterns.

2.241311 \((\text{noun(demonstrative adjective)})\)

2.241312 \((\text{noun(possessive adjective)})\)

2.241313 \((\text{noun(definite article)})\)

2.24132 Utterances.

2.241321 Corresponding to 2.241311.

   this book

2.241322 Corresponding to 2.241312.

   my book

2.241323 Corresponding to 2.241313.

   the book

2.242 Inclusive Disjunction.

2.2421 Definition of Inclusive Disjunction.

For our purposes an inclusive disjunctive relationship can be said to occur between two or more set labels in a given master pattern when 1) any combination of the set labels in question can occur within a concrete semantic-syntactic pattern derived from the given master pattern and 2) each of the set labels which does occur in a concrete semantic-syntactic pattern will play one and the same role in a dependency pair with one and the same subordinatively conjoined set label. Thus, if within a single master pattern, in addition to phrases of the type, old, tattered books, which were cited in conjunction with non-subordinative conjunction (cf. 2.23221), we wish to make provision for phrases such as old books and tattered books, we need simply change the relationship between the set labels (age adjective) and (condition adjective) to one of inclusive disjunction.
2.422 Notation.

There would appear to be no strong reasons for introducing a new symbol to represent the inclusive disjunctive relationship. First of all, as is pointed out in 2.631232, this type of relationship is not likely to occur with any great frequency in the material with which we are concerned. Secondly, it is adequately covered by the notational devices utilized to indicate restrictions on the omission of optional dependent set labels (cf. 2.631232 and 2.632232).

2.5 The Ordering of Operations.

2.51 Relationship of Ordering to Subordinative Conjunction.

In order to permit the derivation of an optimally large number of concrete semantic-syntactic patterns from a single master pattern, it is necessary to allow for a wide variety of disjunctive and conjunctive relationship "networks" involving a large number of set labels. This in turn necessitates a set of rules governing the order in which we will perform the selection or grouping of set labels in deriving concrete patterns. Thus, if we are faced with a master pattern of the type \((A \odot B(C \odot D))\), we must be able to decide whether one of the selective operations indicated by the two disjunction symbols depends on the results of the other. A similar question must be asked about the selection and grouping operations indicated by the divide sign and the comma in \((A \odot B(C,D))\).

As was pointed out in 2.231, a subordinative conjunctive relationship between two set labels indicates that one of them is grammatically dependent on the other. In addition, if the non-dependent label or labels with which a given dependent label is subordinatively conjoined is (are) not non-subordinatively conjoined with a dummy label (cf. 2.63 and 2.7 below), the dependent label can occur only in those concrete semantic-syntactic patterns which include (one of) the non-dependent label(s).

It follows that subordinative conjunction can serve as a guide to the ordering of operations, since operations affecting the dependent set label of a given dependency pair need be performed only after the completion of these operations which determine the presence or absence in a given concrete pattern of the set label(s) with which the dependent label must be conjoined.
2.52 Parentheses Depth as a Guide to the Ordering of Operations

Since in noting subordinative conjunction we place the dependent set label(s) either within the parentheses enclosing the non-dependent label(s) or (cf. 2.23222) within an extra set of parentheses, it follows that we can order our operations in the manner described in 2.51 simply by performing first those operations enclosed by the smallest number of sets of parentheses.

Operations entailing a greater number of sets of parentheses would be performed only if they involved set labels which were subordinatively conjoined with one or more set labels selected from the master pattern as a result of the performance of preceding operations.

Thus, for example in \((A \conjunction B(C))\), we would first choose between \((A)\) and \((B)\). Only if \((B)\) were chosen would we proceed to the selection of \((C)\), since (cf. 2.23222) this label is not subordinatively conjoined with \((A)\). Similar considerations would apply to \((A \conjunction B(C + D))\) or \((A \conjunction B(C,D))\). On the other hand, in \((A \conjunction B(C,C))\), \((C)\) would always be selected, since it depends on either \((A)\) or \((B)\).

2.521 The Utilization of Additional Sets of Parentheses.

The ordering of operations in accordance with the hierarchy of subordinative conjunction does not permit us to impose different orders of grouping and selection on a number of set labels all of which play one and the same role in subordinative conjunction with one and the same set label. Thus, we have so far no way of deciding whether \((A(B,C + D,E))\) will result in the concrete patterns \((A(B,D,E))\) and \((A(B,C,E))\) or in \((A(BC))\) and \((A(DE))\).

It would appear that the simplest solution to this problem is the introduction into our notation of additional sets of parentheses not needed for the representation of subordinative conjunction. Thus, if we wish to insure the derivation of the first pair of concrete patterns mentioned in the preceding paragraph, we need only write \((A(B,(C + D),E))\), while the derivation of the second pair is assured by \((A((B,C) + (D,E)))\).

Note that the additional parentheses do not replace any of the other operational symbols. This feature, which leads to the use of what may appear to be superfluous sets of parentheses in certain cases (cf. the second notation above), was introduced to simplify the program discussed in section 3 below.

2.53 Examples of the Derivation of Concrete Semantic-Syntactic Patterns from Master Pattern in which the Ordering of Operations is Significant.

2.531 Additional Parentheses Not Required.

Master Pattern: (proper name + kinship noun(proper name + possessive adjective))((oral noise verb))/
2.5311 Concrete Pattern Resulting from Selection of Set Label (Proper Name).
(proper name(oral noise verb))/

2.5312 Concrete Patterns Resulting from Selection of Set Label (Kinship Noun)/

2.53121 (kinship noun(proper name, oral noise verb))/
2.53122 (kinship noun(possessive adjective, oral noise verb))

2.5313 Utterance Corresponding to 2.5311.
John is singing.

2.53141 Utterance Corresponding to 2.53121.
Mary's brother is talking.

2.53142 Utterance Corresponding to 2.53122.
Their nephew is crying.

2.532 Additional Parentheses Required.

Master Pattern: (noun((possessive adjective + demonstrative adjective), age adjective))/

2.5321 Concrete Patterns.

2.53211 (noun(possessive adjective, age adjective))/
2.53212 (noun(demonstrative adjective, age adjective))/

2.5322 Utterances.

2.53221 Corresponding to 2.53211.
my old house

2.53222 Corresponding to 2.53212.
this new table

2.6 Optional Relationships.

2.61 Definition of Optional Relationships and Optional Set Labels.

As was indicated in 2.0, there are numerous cases in which a set label may, but need not, be subordinatively conjoined with a dependent set label. In such cases the subordinative conjunctive relationship can be referred to as an optional relationship and the dependent set label as an optional set label. Thus, in a master pattern notation (noun(quality adjective(adjectival intensifier))), corresponding to phrases of the type
very good books, there is one optional relationship—(quality adjective (adjectival intensifier))—and one optional set label—(adjectival intensifier).

2.62 The Need for a Notational Device.

It might at first appear that there is little or no need to provide a separate notation for optional relationships and/or set labels. Indeed, in the case just cited and in many others it would be possible to account for such concrete patterns lacking the optional items—in this case the pattern (noun(quality adjective))—by a general algorithm based on the rule for the ordering of operations. Thus, the dependent set label of a subordinatively conjoined pair might be regarded as an optional set label and the subordinative conjunction viewed as an optional relationship whenever the non-dependent set label also occurred as the dependent member in a subordinative conjunctive relationship with a third set label.

There are, however, a number of cases in which such an approach would fail. Thus, in representing prepositional phrases modifying a verb we employ the pattern (verb(preposition(noun))). In many cases the omission of the set label (noun) will result in a concrete pattern leading to the generation of unacceptable utterances. Compare for instance he reads in bed and he reads in. Again, certain transitive verbs (e.g. pulverize, compress) hardly ever occur without a direct object in normal speech, while others (e.g. read, write) do so quite frequently. It would, therefore, appear that the development of a separate notation for optional relationships and/or labels is both necessary and useful.

2.63 The Utilization of the Dummy Label to Indicate Optional Relationships.

2.631 Rationale.

Since, on the one hand, it would seem desirable to keep the set of symbols not permitted within set labels as small as possible, and since, on the other, it would seem less than desirable to develop new notational devices for optional variants of each of the three types of relationships discussed above, it was decided to signal the presence of an optional relationship by placing the optional set label in exclusive disjunction with a "dummy" or "zero" set label consisting of the single digit 0. Note that the utilization of the dummy label (0) does not force us to exclude the character 0 from other set labels. The only restriction it entails is the exclusion of set labels consisting solely of the character 0.

2.6311 Optional Relationship Affecting Only One Dependent Set Label.

This type is extremely simple, requiring only the insertion of the divide sign and the dummy label after the optional label. Thus, while (A(B(C))) includes no optional relationship, in (A(B(C) ¤ 0)) the relationship (B(C)) and the set label (C) are optional. Again, in
(A + B)((C) the concrete patterns are limited to (A(C)) and (B(C)),
while in (A + B)((C + ☞) they include (A(C)), (B(C)), (A), and (B).

2.6312 Optional Relationship Affecting Two or More Dependent Set Labels.

2.63121 Dependent Set Labels in Exclusive Disjunction.

This type is also quite simple: since only one of the dependent set labels participating in such a relationship can be present in any concrete semantic-syntactic pattern, we can make the relationship optional by the same means as in 2.6311. Thus, non-optional (A(B + C)), which allows only the concrete patterns (A(B)) and (A(C)), corresponds to optional (A(B + C + ☞)), which permits (A) as well.

2.63122 Dependent Set Labels in Subordinative Conjunction.

This case too is taken care of simply by inserting the exclusive disjunction symbol and the dummy label. Thus, non-optional (A(B(C))), which generates only one concrete pattern, corresponds to optional (A(B(C) + ☞)), which permits both (A(B(C)) and (A).

2.63123 Dependent Set Labels in Non-Subordinative Conjunction.

This case is somewhat more complicated than the preceding ones, since it requires the utilization of additional sets of parentheses to define the order of operations (cf. 2.521).

2.631231 Unrestricted Omission of Optional Labels.

This type entails no complications other than the use of additional sets of parentheses. Thus, if the non-optional notation is (A(B,C,D)), which generates only one concrete pattern, the notation (A(B,C,D)) permits both (A(B,C,D)) and (A(B,C)); (A(B,C,(D + ☞))) allows (A(B,C,D)) and (A(B,D)); (A(B,(C + ☞),(D + ☞))) gives all of the above plus (A(B)); (A((B + ☞),(C,D))) generates (A(B,C,D)) or (A(C,D)); etc., etc. The maximum number of concrete patterns is generated by (A((B + ☞),(C + ☞), (D + ☞))) which permits any combination of dependent labels with the label (A), as well as a concrete pattern consisting of (A) alone.

2.631232 Restricted Omission of Optional Labels.

It may prove desirable in some cases to insure that all the concrete patterns derived from a given master will include at least one (or, less probably, more than one) member of a group of non-subordinatively conjoined optional set labels. Thus, one might wish to permit phrases of the type he speaks Russian well, he speaks well, and he speaks Russian, but to exclude phrases such as he speaks. While there is some doubt as to whether restrictions of this type are likely to be utilized very often, they can be adequately conveyed by a combination of optional non-subordinative conjunction and non-optional exclusive disjunction. Thus, if we wish to generate the concrete patterns (A(B,C)),(A(B)) and (A(C)), but to exclude (A), we need write not (A((B + ☞),(C + ☞))), but (A((B,(C + ☞)) + ☞))).
Insofar as only one of the optional dependent set labels need be present in any concrete pattern, the restricted omission of optional set labels is equivalent to an inclusive disjunctive relationship among them. As was pointed out in 2.422, this fact, combined with the relative infrequency of this relationship, obviates the necessity for a special notational device representing inclusive disjunction as such.

2.632 Examples of the Derivation of Concrete Semantic-Syntactic Patterns from Master Patterns including Optional Relationships.

2.6321 Only One Dependent Set Label.

Master Pattern: (person(reading verb(reading object + ø)))./

2.63211 Concrete Pattern including Optional Relationship.

(person(reading verb(reading object)))./

2.63212 Concrete Pattern without Optional Relationship.

(person(reading verb))./

2.63213 Utterance Corresponding to 2.63211.

John is reading a book.

2.63214 Utterance Corresponding to 2.63212.

John is reading.

2.6322 More than One Dependent Set Label.

2.63221 Dependent Set Labels in Exclusive Disjunction.

Master Pattern: (noun(demonstrative adjective + possessive adjective + ø))/

2.632211 Concrete Patterns with Optional Relationship.

2.6322111 (noun(demonstrative adjective))/

2.6322112 (noun(possessive adjective))/

2.632212 Concrete Pattern without Optional Relationship.

(noun)/

2.632213 Utterances.

2.6322131 Corresponding to 2.6322111.

this hat

2.6322132 Corresponding to 2.6322112.

my hat

22
2.6322133 Corresponding to 2.632212.
hat

2.63222 Dependent Set Labels in Subordinative Conjunction.
Master Pattern: (noun(age adjective(adjectival intensifier) + ϕ))/

2.632221 Concrete Patterns.
2.6322211 (noun(age adjective(adjectival intensifier)))/
2.6322212 (noun)/
2.632222 Utterances.
2.6322221 Corresponding to 2.6322211.
very old hats

2.6322222 Corresponding to 2.6322212.
hats

2.63223 Dependent Set Labels in Non-Subordinative Conjunction.
2.632231 Unrestricted Omission of Dependent Set Labels.
Master Pattern: (person(read verb((read object ∈),(speed adverb ∈ ϕ)))))/

2.6322311 Concrete Patterns.
2.63223111 (person(read verb(read object, speed adverb)))/./
2.63223112 (person(read verb(read object)))./
2.63223113 (person(read verb(speed adverb)))./
2.63223114 (person(read verb))./
2.6322312 Utterances.
2.63223121 Corresponding to 2.63223111.
John reads books quickly.

2.63223122 Corresponding to 2.63223112.
John reads books.

2.63223123 Corresponding to 2.63223113.
John reads quickly.
2.632223124 Corresponding to 2.632223114.

John reads.

2.632232 Restricted Omission of Dependent Set Labels (Inclusive Disjunction).

Master Pattern: (person(read verb((read object,(speed adverb + ø)) + speed adverb)))./

The concrete patterns and utterances are identical with those in 2.63223111 through 2.63223113 and 2.63223121 through 2.63223123, respectively.

2.7 Evaluation and Prospects for Future Development.

Apart from the large number of sets of parentheses needed to insure the proper ordering of operations (cf. 2.521) and the complexity of the notational devices for inclusive disjunction (cf. 2.631232), our notation makes no provision for the optional notation of the non-dependent set label in a subordinatively conjoined pair. Since in patterns almost all labels which play a non-dependent role in one subordinative conjunctive relationship also play a dependent role in another such relationship, only such set labels as those playing the role of the subject or, in the case of subjectless imperative sentences, the verb, are not covered by our notation.

There is, however, no reason why we could not cover these cases as well, simply by placing the non-dependent set label in exclusive disjunction with the dummy label. Thus, if we wish to allow for both the concrete pattern \( A(B) \) and \( B \), we could write \( (A + \emptyset)(B) \). Such a modification would require a corresponding modification of the program discussed in the following section of this report.

3. Program for the Generation of Concrete Semantic-Syntactic Patterns from Master Patterns.

3.0 Purpose and Justification.

The creation of a program of this type is necessary in order to realize the economies made possible by the coding system discussed in section 2. The potential value of the latter is discussed in 2.0 above.

3.1 Documentation.

3.11 Functions of the Program.

3.111 The Derivation of Concrete Patterns.

The primary function of the program is to produce the complete set of concrete semantic-syntactic patterns derivable from a master pattern (cf. 2.0). The concrete patterns could then presumably be used as input for a program of the type described in section 1.
3.112 The Representation of Conjunction in Concrete Patterns.

The program discussed in section 1 operates on set labels each of which is enclosed by a single set of parentheses. It follows that it cannot operate on concrete patterns which utilize the devices discussed under 2.231 and 2.232. On the other hand, the information on the subordinative and non-subordinative conjunction of set labels which must be included in master patterns cannot be simply omitted in generating concrete patterns, since it provides a major part of the information on government, agreement and modification needed to generate the correct forms of individual words selected by the program discussed in section 1. Since that program permits the inclusion of additional information relevant to a given set label after a plus sign following the string of characters constituting the label itself and preceding the closing parentheses for that label, it would appear that a second function of the program under discussion must be the conversion of the master-pattern representation of conjunctive relationships to a form compatible with the input format specified in 1.121.

3.12 File Format.

3.121 Input Files.

The input for the program consists of a disk file (channel 1) containing one or more master patterns with the format specified in section 2. For examples of master pattern input see 2.2312, 2.2323, 2.2413, 2.53, etc. (Note that there is no provision in the existing master pattern notation for the inclusion of literals, i.e. concrete words. At present the only way to include a literal in a master pattern notation is to represent it as a set label corresponding to a set with a single member.)

3.122 Output Files.

3.1221 Equivalence of Concrete Patterns and Input Strings Discussed in 1.121.

The output of the program consists of a disk file (channel 3) identical in format to that of the input file on channel 1 mentioned in 1.121. Each concrete pattern of our output is identical with one of the input strings discussed under 1.121.

3.1222 The Representation of Subordinative and Non-Subordinative Conjunction.

As was indicated in 3.112, information on conjunctive relationships between set labels is coded as additional information accompanying individual set labels in accordance with 1.121. This information takes the form of two alphabetic characters immediately following the plus sign and themselves followed by a space. The space, which serves only to set off the two characters from any other additional information which may precede the closing parenthesis for the given set label, may be omitted if there is no additional information. The first of the two characters
serves to identify the set label in question, while the second identifies a non-dependent set label with which the set label is subordinatively conjoined. Thus, the coding \((x + ba)\) indicates that set label \((x)\) is represented by the character \(b\) and is a dependent set label subordinatively conjoined with the non-dependent set label represented by the character \(a\). Again \((y + ca)\) states that set label \((y)\) is represented by the character \(c\) and also depends on the set label represented by the character \(a\).

Whether or not \((x)\) and \((y)\) are coordinatively conjoined can be decided only after a consideration of such factors as their semantic compatibility and, in some cases, additional coding. However, it is clear that the fact of their non-subordinative coordination—the only information conveyed by our master-pattern notation—can be established simply by ascertaining that they both depend on the set label represented by the character \(a\).

If a set label does not depend on any other set label, the second character after the plus is identical with the first. Thus, the sequence \((z + aa)\) indicates that the set label \((z)\) is represented by the character \(a\) and is not a dependent set label in any subordinative conjunctive relationship. It would appear that, subject to certain limitations connected with clause boundaries, representations such as \((x + aa)\) and \((y + bb)\) would indicate that \((x)\) and \((y)\) are non-subordinatively conjoined.

3.1223 Examples of Output with Corresponding Input and Sample Utterances.

3.12231 Input with No Optional Relationships.

Input: \(\text{person}(\text{read verb} + \text{write verb}(\text{write object})))\)/

3.122311 Output.

3.1223111 \((\text{person} + \text{aa})(\text{read verb} + \text{ba})\)/

3.1223112 \((\text{person} + \text{aa})(\text{write verb} + \text{ca})(\text{write object} + \text{dc})\)/

3.122312 Utterances.

3.1223121 Corresponding to 3.1223111.

John is reading.

3.1223122 Corresponding to 3.1223112.

John is writing a letter.

3.12232 Input with Optional Relationships.

Input: \(\text{person}(\text{read verb}((\text{read object} + \phi), (\text{speed adverb} + \phi)))\)/

3.122321 Output.
3.1223211 (person + aa)(read verb + ba)(read object + cb)(speed adverb + db).

3.1223212 (person + aa)(read verb + ba)(read object + cb).

3.1223213 (person + aa)(read verb + ba)(speed adverb + db).

3.1223214 (person + aa)(read verb + ba).

3.122322 Utterances.

3.1223221 Corresponding to 3.1223211.
   John reads books quickly.

3.1223222 Corresponding to 3.1223212.
   John reads books.

3.1223223 Corresponding to 3.1223213.
   John reads quickly.

3.1223224 Corresponding to 3.1223214.
   John reads.

3.2 Evaluation and Prospects for Future Development.

Insofar as the notation discussed in section 2 is a satisfactory one, the program under consideration would appear to operate quite satisfactorily: it converts master patterns to concrete patterns without losing any information on subordinative and non-subordinative coordination. However, as was pointed out in 2.2311, the sequence of set labels in a master pattern and, consequently, in concrete patterns as well, may often differ from the order in which individual words corresponding to such labels would occur in normal utterances. It would appear therefore, that the concrete patterns produced by the program documented under 3.1 should be utilized not as input for the program documented under 1.1, but as input for a "re-ordering" program, which would have as its output concrete patterns identical to those of the input in every respect except the sequencing of set labels. The latter would correspond to the normal word order of utterances to be generated from the queen concrete pattern.

While it is impossible to give here a detailed outline of the operation of such a program, it is clear that it would entail the use of transformations based on 1) the information on subordinative and non-subordinative conjunction placed after the plus sign accompanying each set label in a concrete pattern, and 2) other information on the semantic and/or syntactic properties of members of individual sets. Thus, if in a concrete pattern for English utterances 1) (x) depends on (y), and 2) (x) is an adjectival intensifier while (y) is an adjective, the concrete pattern notation (y + aa)(x + ba) would be converted to (x + ba)(y + aa) to insure the correct order of such phrases as very good, extremely bad, etc.
4. Program for the Automatic Listing of Coded Vocabulary Items as Members of Semantic Sets.

4.0 Justification and Purpose.

The preparation of a set list of the type discussed in 1.12 necessitates the association of individual vocabulary items with the set labels referring to the semantic sets of which a given vocabulary item is a member. However, once this association has been established, there is no reason why the actual inclusion of the vocabulary item in the list of set members corresponding to each relevant set label cannot be accomplished by a computer program. It would appear that such a program would significantly reduce the time and effort required to create and update the set list.

4.1 Documentation.

4.11 Function of the Program.

The program operates on 1) an alphabetized list of vocabulary items each of which is followed by the set labels corresponding to the sets of which it is a member, and 2) a set list of the type discussed in 1.12. Each vocabulary item is listed among the set members corresponding to each of the set labels with which it is associated. If a given set label is not found on the set list, it is entered at the appropriate alphabetic position in the list with the new vocabulary item(s) as its member(s).

4.12 File Format.

4.12.1 Input Files.

The input for the program consists of 1) a disk file (channel 1) containing a list of new vocabulary items with their associated set labels, and 2) a disk file (channel 2) identical in format with the set list discussed under 1.12.

4.12.1.1 Vocabulary List Format.

Each vocabulary item is immediately preceded by the symbol < and immediately followed by the symbol >. The set labels associated with the vocabulary item follow the symbol >. Each set label is enclosed in parentheses. Restrictions on set-label format are the same as those discussed in 1.12.

4.12.1.2 Example of Vocabulary List Format.

< boy > (animate being)(juvenile)(male)(person)
< go > (motion verb)
< house > (building)(inanimate being)(residence)
< red > (color adjective)

4.12.2 Set List Format.

See 1.12.
4.122 Output Files.

The output consists of a disk file (channel 3) of the same format as the input set list. It differs from the latter in that it 1) lists the vocabulary items found on the channel-1 input file under each of the set labels with which they are associated, and 2) includes set labels found in the vocabulary list but not in the channel-2 input file.

4.1221 Example of Output with Corresponding Input.

4.12211 Channel-1 Input.

<boy> (animate being)(juvenile)(male)(person)

4.12212 Channel-2 Input.

(animate being)
<dog>
<man>
<woman>

(male)
<man>

(person)
<man>
<woman>

4.12213 Output.

(animate being)
<boy>
<dog>
<man>
<woman>

(juvenile)
<boy>

(male)
<boy>
<man>

(person)
<man>
<woman>

4.3 Evaluation and Prospects for Future Development.

While the program documented under 4.2 is a useful labor saver, it would appear that considerably greater economies could be attained by a program which, by taking account of the fact that membership in one set often implies membership in one or more additional sets, would permit a significant reduction in the number of set labels associated with vocabulary items on the input list. Thus, it would appear that the item <boy>, used in 4.12211, could be coded simply as (juvenile)(male), since any item associated with the first of these two set labels would also be associated with (animate being) and (person).

5.0 Justification and Purpose.

5.01 The Need for a Higher-Level Language.

Although the programs documented in sections 1, 3, and 4 were written in PDP-10 assembly language, it soon became clear that rapid progress in the development of programs capable of generating instructional material would necessitate the use of a higher-level language. This was due to 1) the large number of programs to be written, and 2) the interdependent character of many of the programs. Thus, the three programs documented so far center on a single problem—the generation of large numbers of utterance patterns from a small amount of input. No attention has been paid to such complex problems as the correlation of utterance patterns in the base language with those of the target language or the generation of inflected forms from the basic forms given in set lists.

The interdependency of many programs can be seen from the fact that, of the three programs discussed so far, the output of those documented under 3.1 and 4.1 serves as input for the one documented under 1.1. This means that a modification in one program may easily entail corresponding modifications in another. Such a chain-like relationship between different programs makes the greater programming speed afforded by a higher-level language particularly desirable.

5.02 Reasons for Developing a New Language.

The higher-level languages available on the PDP-10 system used by the principal investigator included Fortran, Gogol, Sail and Lisp. Of these, the first was not at all suited for string manipulation of the type entailed by our programs. Gogol and Sail were also less than satisfactory for our purposes, and, in addition, were not regularly used by the systems programmer connected with our project. The fourth language, Lisp, while more suited to our needs, was so inadequately documented that its use might have entailed a large number of unforeseen difficulties. It was hoped that the IMSSS would be able to make available another string-manipulation language—SNOBOL III. However, this language, which was ideally suited for our purposes, did not become available during the contract period.

In view of these difficulties it was decided to develop a string-manipulation language specifically adapted to the needs of our own research. This approach proved to have two major advantages. First, it made the principal investigator to a large extent independent of other programmers, since the writing of the programs documented above had given him considerable familiarity with the PDP-10 assembly language—the basic tool in the creation of the new string manipulation language. Secondly, it allowed him to try a large number of approaches to one and the same programming problem—a freedom always curtailed to some extent by the utilization of a pre-existing language.
5.1 Documentation.

Any program written in the string-manipulation language EVC consists of a series of instructions. Each instruction must begin with an operation code. An operation code is defined as a string of alphanumeric characters immediately preceded by a line feed and immediately followed by the tabulation character (henceforth referred to as the tab mark). Operation codes may not begin with a hyphen (cf. 5.31). Most, but not all, instructions include one or more additional constituents, henceforth called operands. Operands are discussed in the sections dealing with the operation codes they accompany.

5.11 Input.

5.111 Disk-file Input.

The current version of EVC permits the concurrent usage of two disk files for input purposes. (It would, of course, be relatively simple to increase this number, but such a modification would entail no fundamental changes in the language--only the creation of additional input instructions.) Since the input files currently allowed must be attached to disk channels 2 and 4, we shall henceforth refer to them as file 2 and file 4, respectively.

5.1111 Input from File 2.

5.11111 General Characteristics.

Input from file 2 is transferred to a core storage area which will henceforth be referred to as the item buffer. (The size of the item buffer currently permitted is 50 PDP-10 words, i.e., 250 seven-bit ASCII characters. It would, however, be a simple matter to develop one or more other versions of EVC with item buffers of different lengths.) The storing of new input always begins at the first word of the item buffer so that newly stored input must be transferred to another storage area (see 5.11112 below) if it is to survive the execution of subsequent input instructions.

5.11112 Input Operation Codes.

All instructions resulting in the transferral of input from file 2 to the item buffer operate on a character-by-character basis, i.e., only one seven-bit ASCII character at a time is read into the PDP-10 accumulator utilized for such input. The operation codes, which all begin with the sequence TXT, fall into two groups--those which commence the storage of input in the item buffer with the next available ASCII character on file 2, and those which store no characters until a given character or character sequence has been encountered. The latter type will henceforth be referred to as initiator-dependent operation codes.
5.11121 Operation Codes with Immediate Commencement of Character Storage.

The storage of characters from file 2 in the item buffer continues until the program encounters a terminator. In addition to the end-of-file mark, the terminator may be a single character, a character sequence, or any one of as many as five different characters. Where only a single character or character sequence is utilized to terminate the transmission, it is possible either to stop the storage of characters with the last character preceding the terminator to store the terminator as well.

5.111211 The Operation Code TXTUPTO.

This operation code causes the storage in the input buffers of the next available character on file 2 and of all characters following it up to (but not including) a given character or character sequence. The character or sequence which is used as a terminator follows the tab mark and is enclosed by a pair of identical delimiting symbols which may take the shape of any character not included in the terminator itself.

Thus, the instruction TXTUPTO x.x will result in the storage in the item buffer of the next available character on file 2 and of all the following characters up to the first period. The same result can be achieved by TXTUPTO 1.1, TXTUPTO .-, etc. The instruction TXTUPTO -and- would result in the storage of all characters preceding the first occurrence of the word and, while TXTUPTO zbutz would halt storage with the last character preceding the first occurrence of the string but.

5.1112111 Examples of Operation.

5.11121111 Instruction: TXTUPTO y,y.

Next available file 2 input: Tom, Dick and Harry...

Characters stored in item buffer: Tom

5.11121112 Instruction: TXTUPTO , and,

(File input as in 5.11121111)

Characters stored: Tom, Dick

5.111212 The Operation Code TXTHRU.

This differs from TXTUPTO (cf. 5.111211) only in that it results in the storing of the terminator as well as the characters preceding it. Thus, if we use TXTHRU in 5.11121111 the characters stored would be Tom. Its use in 5.11121112 would result in the storage of Tom, Dick and.

5.111213 The Operation Code TXTALT.

This operation code is identical in its effect with TXTHRU, except that the terminator may be any one of a set of five or fewer single characters. The characters to be used as terminators immediately follow the tab mark. The final character of the set is immediately followed by a period, while
any others are immediately followed by a comma, which is itself immediately followed by the next terminator. The instruction TXTALT $!,.? will terminate the transmission of input with the storage of the first exclamation point or question mark encountered. Note that both the comma and the period will be treated as terminators, if they occur in an odd-numbered position. Thus, the instruction TXTALT $,,,!;,? would result in the termination of input transmission after the storage of the first period, comma, exclamation point, semicolon, or question mark encountered in the text.

5.11112131 Examples of Operation.

5.111121311 Instruction: TXTALT $,,,!;.

5.1111213111 Next available input: Tom, Dick and Harry.
Characters stored: Tom.

5.1111213112 Next available input: Dick and Harry.
Characters stored: Dick and Harry.

5.1111213113 Next available input: Is he home? No, he's not!
Characters stored: Is he home?

5.111122 Initiator-Dependent Operation Codes.

As was indicated above, these operation codes do not result in the storage of input characters in the item buffer until the program encounters an initiator, i.e., a character or string of characters specified in the instruction. Storage may commence with the initiator itself or with the first character following the initiator. Termination follows one of the patterns discussed in 5.1111211 and 5.1111212. Note that in these instructions both initiators and terminators are limited to a single character or character sequence. It would, however, be relatively simple to develop additional instructions permitting the use of alternative initiators and/or terminators (cf. 5.1111213).

5.1111221 The Operation Code TXTINC.

This operation code commences storage of characters in the input buffer with the first character of the initiator itself and terminates storage with the final character of the terminator. The initiator follows the tab mark and is set off in the manner specified for the terminator in 5.1111211. The closing delimiter of the initiator must be immediately followed by the terminator, also set off as in 5.1111211. Thus, for example, the instruction TXTINC --and--but-- will result in the storage of the first example of the string and encountered on file 2 plus all the following characters through the first occurrence of the string but.

5.11112211 Examples of Operation.
5.11122111 Instruction: \texttt{TXTINC} /D//x/

Next available input: Tom, Dick and Harry.
Characters stored: Dick and Harry

5.11122112 Instruction: \texttt{TXTINC} -Ha-x.x

Input as in 5.11122111.
Characters stored: Harry.

5.111222 The Operation Code \texttt{TXTEXC}.

This is identical in format and operation with \texttt{TXTINC}, except that neither the initiator nor the terminator is stored. Thus, its use in 5.11122111 would result in the storage of Dick and Harry. In 5.11122112 it would store arry only.

5.111223 The Operation Code \texttt{TXTEAI}.

This operation code is identical in format and operation with \texttt{TXTINC} and \texttt{TXTEXC}, except that it stores the terminator and omits the initiator. Thus, its use in 5.11122111 would give Dick and Harry. In 5.11122112 it would store arry only.

5.1112 Input from File 4.

This follows exactly the same pattern as that described under 5.1111, even to the use of one and the same item buffer. Instruction format is identical except that operation codes which operate on file 4 must begin with the sequence T4T instead of TXT, e.g., T4TUPTO, T4TALT, T4TXINC, etc.

5.1113 The Input of Literals.

5.11131 Transfer of Literals to Item Buffer.

It is possible to place a string of one or more ASCII characters in the item buffer simply by using the operation code \texttt{LKLIT}. The characters to be stored in the item are set off in the same manner as the terminator used with \texttt{TXTUPTO} (cf. 5.11122111). Thus, \texttt{LKLIT} -boo- places the three characters boo in the item buffer. The same result is, of course, achieved by \texttt{LKLIT}/boo/ or \texttt{LKLIT} /boo/, etc. To place the phrase Tom, Dick and Harry in the item buffer we write only \texttt{LKLIT} xTom, Dick and Harryx.

5.11132 Input Followed by Storage of Literals and/or Sets of Literals in Core Area Other than Input Buffer.

Since in the vast majority of cases it is desirable to be able to retain stored literals for future usage, the input of a literal will almost always be followed by its transfer from the item buffer to another storage area. In addition, it is often convenient to be able to retrieve more than one literal at a time. The following instructions result in 1) the storage of a literal or a set of literals in an area of core other
than the item buffer, and 2) the association of the literal or set of literals stored with another literal, also stored in an area of core other than the input buffer. The former will henceforth be referred to as a class, while the latter will be called a class name. If a class includes more than one literal, each individual literal will be called a class member.

5.111321 The Operation Code NWCLS.

This operation code, which can be used only when none of the literals to be processed includes either a comma, a period, or a percentage sign, has the following format: the tab mark is immediately followed by the literal which is to become the class name. The latter is immediately followed by a comma which is itself followed either by a space or by the first character of the first class member. The last class member is immediately followed by a period. All the others are immediately followed by commas, which may be followed by a space preceding the first character of the next class member. Thus, the instruction NWCLS vowel, a, e, i, o, u results in the storage of the literal vowels as a class name associated with a class whose members are the five vowel letters preceding the period. The instruction NWCLS ?, ?, results in the storage of the literal ? both as a class name and as the sole member of the associated class.

5.111322 The Operation Code NCLNTM.

This may be used in place of NWCLS when it is necessary to store class names or class members including either a comma or a period or both (no class name or class member may ever include the percentage sign). The first character after the tab mark is the delimiter chosen to set off the class name from the first class member and the individual class members from one another. It must be immediately followed by the first character of the class name and it must immediately follow both the last character of the class name and that of each of the class members. There may, however, be a space between the delimiter and the first character of a class member. The delimiter immediately following the last character of the last class member is itself immediately followed by another delimiter. None of the literals to be stored may include the delimiter.

Thus, the instruction NCLNTM /vowels/a/e/i/o/u/ has the same results as NWCLS vowel, a, e, i, o, u. (cf. 5.111321). However, the latter cannot be utilized in place of NCLNTM /averages/1.2/3.4/6.2/, where the class members 1.2, 3.4, 6.2 include the period.

5.12 Manipulation of Strings within Core Storage Areas.

5.121 String Stored in Item Buffer.

5.1211 Deletion of String Characters.

5.12111 Operation Codes Specifying Characters to be Deleted.
5.121111  The Operation Code KILLST.

This operation code results in the deletion of the final character and as many as 28 of the immediately preceding characters from the string currently stored in the item buffer. The tab mark is followed by a decimal number from 1 through 29. Thus, if the item buffer contains the string Harry, the instruction KILLST 1 would reduce the contents to Harr, while the instruction KILLST 2 would reduce Harry to Har.

5.121112  The Operation Code KILFRS.

This is identical with KILLST except that deletion begins with the first character and proceeds with the immediately following ones. Thus, KILFRS 1 changes Harry to arry, etc.

5.12112  Operation Codes Specifying Characters to be Retained.

5.121121  Numerical Specification.

5.1211211  The Operation Code LKTLST.

This code causes the deletion of all but the final character and as many as 28 of the characters immediately preceding it. Format follows that for 5.121111. Thus, LKTLST 3 changes Harry to rry.

5.1211212  The Operation Code LKTFRS.

This is the reverse of LKTLST, deleting all but the first character plus as many as 28 of the immediately following characters. Thus, LKTFRS 3 changes Harry to Har.

5.121122  Delimiter-Dependent Specification.

5.1211221  Specification of Initial Delimiter.

5.12112211  The Operation Code LKBGNG.

This code deletes all characters in the input buffer preceding the first occurrence of a given character or character sequence. The latter is set off as in 5.1111211. Thus, LKBGNG \textit{xrx} changes Harry to rry.

5.12112212  The Operation Code LKFLLW.

This differs from LKBGNG only in that the delimiting character or sequence is also deleted. Thus, LKFLLW \textit{/r/} changes Harry to ry.

5.1211222  Specification of Terminal Delimiter.

5.12112221  The Operation Code LKTHRU.

This causes deletion of all characters following the first occurrence of a given character or character sequence. Format as in 5.1111211. Thus, LKTHRU \textit{xxr} changes Harry to Har.
5.121222 The Operation Code LKUPTO.

This differs from LKTHRU only in that the delimiting character or sequence is also deleted. Thus, LKUPTO, changes Harry to Ha.

5.12113 Deletion Dependent on Immediately Preceding Instruction.

5.121131 The Operation Code LKTRST.

This operation code, which has no operand, must be used immediately after an instruction containing one of the following operation codes: NMFGNG, NMFLIN, NMFRST, NMLAST, NMTHRU, NMUPTO (cf. 5.12122 below). Its effect is to delete from the item buffer those characters stored by the immediately preceding instruction. Thus, the two instructions NMFRST l, start (cf. 5.121221) and LKTRST have the same effect on the item buffer as the single instruction KILFRS l, i.e. they change Harry to arry. The sole difference is that in the former case the H has been stored as the sole member of the class start, while in the latter it has been irretrievably lost.

5.1212 Transfer of Characters in Item Buffer to Other Core Areas.

Transfer of some or all of the characters currently in the item buffer to another core area follows the pattern for the storage of literals described under 5.11132. The characters to be stored are treated as a single literal, i.e. they become the sole member of a class. Since storage and retrieval entail the association of the characters with a class name, each of the operation codes described below contains either the sequence NM or the sequence NAM.

5.12121 Storage of Entire Contents of Item Buffer.

5.121211 The Operation Code NMITEM.

This operation code stores the entire current contents of the item buffer as the sole member of a class. The class name follows the tab mark and, in contrast to 5.121212, is not subject to modification by the program. Thus, NMITEM label stores the entire current contents of the item buffer as the sole member of a class with the name label.

5.12122 The Operation Code SERNAM.

This code differs from NMITEM only in that the class name following the tab is expanded by one of the decimal digits from ø through 9. The digit chosen is determined by the number of times the class name occurring after the operation-code tab mark has already been used. Thus, the first occurrence of SERNAM label will associate the current contents of the item buffer with the class name labelø. The next occurrence of this instruction associates the item-buffer string with label1, the next with label2, etc.

5.12122 Transfer of Part of Item-Buffer Contents.

5.121221 Numerical Specification of Characters to be Stored.
5.1212211 The Operation Code NMLAST.

This operation code transfers the final character in the item buffer plus as many as 28 immediately preceding characters to a core area other than the item buffer and associates the characters, which are treated as a single class member, with a new class name. The contents of the item buffer are not affected, but pointers are set to indicate which characters in the buffer were not transferred (cf. 5.121131 and 5.1212231).

The tab mark is immediately followed by a decimal number from 1 through 29, which is itself immediately followed by a comma. The latter is followed by the new class name, with or without an intervening space. Thus, the instruction NMLAST 2,end does not change the contents of the item buffer, but, if the latter contains the string Harry, stores the sequence ry as the sole member of the class end. In addition it sets pointers indicating that the characters Har were not stored by this instruction.

5.1212212 The Operation Code NMFRST.

This operation code differs from NMLAST only in that it transfers the first character and as many as 28 immediately following characters. Thus, NMFRST 2,begin leaves Harry unchanged in the item buffer, stores He as the sole member of the class begin, and sets pointers to indicate that the characters rry were not transferred by this instruction.

5.1212221 Delimiter-Dependent Specification of Characters to be Stored.

5.1212221 The Operation Code NMFLLLW.

This operation code transfers all characters in the item buffer which follow the first occurrence of a given character or character sequence and associates them with a new class name as the sole member of the class in question. The contents of the item buffer are unchanged but pointers are set to indicate the characters not stored as a result of this instruction (cf. 5.121131 and 5.1212231). The tab mark is immediately followed by the delimiting character or character sequence, set off as in 5.1111211. The latter is followed by the new class name, with or without an intervening space. If the item buffer contains Harry, the instruction NMFLLLW -ar-end stores the sequence ry as the sole member of the class end, leaving the item buffer unchanged, and indicates that Har has not been moved.

5.1212222 The Operation Code NMFLNG.

This parallels NMFLLLW, except that the delimiting character or sequence is also stored. Thus, its use in the example for 5.1212221 would result in the storage not of ry, but of arry.

5.1212223 The Operation Code NMFPTO.

This code parallels NMFLLLW except that it stores the characters preceding the first occurrence of the delimiting character or sequence. Its use in the example for 5.1212221 would result in the storage of H.
5.1212224 The Operation Code NMTHRU.

This parallels NMUPTO, except that the delimiting character or sequence is also stored. Its use in the example for 5.1212221 results in the storage of Har.

5.121223 Transfer Dependent on Immediately Preceding Instruction.

5.1212231 The Operation Code NMREST.

This code, which can be used only immediately following an instruction with one of the operation codes NMBGNG, NMGLLW, NMFRST, NMLAST, NMTHRU or NMUPTO, transfers all the characters in the item buffer not moved as a result of the preceding instruction and associates them with a new class name as the sole member of the class in question. The contents of the item-buffer are unchanged. The tab mark is immediately followed by the new class name. Thus, the instruction sequence NMFRST 1, start and NMREST end leaves an item buffer containing Harry unchanged, but stores the character H as the sole member of the class start and the string arry as the sole member of the class end.

5.122 Manipulation of Strings Stored in Core Areas Other than Item Buffer.

5.1221 Inclusion of Two or More Classes in Another Class.

It may often be useful to be able to manipulate the members of two or more classes at a single stroke. This can be accomplished by including the membership of each of the classes in question among the members of a single larger class.

5.12211 The Operation Code COMPOS.

This operation code establishes a new class the members of which include all the members of two or more other classes. A new class resulting from the use of this operation code will be called a composed class, in contrast to a non-composed class, i.e., a class resulting from the use of any other operation code.

The format of instructions with this operation code exactly parallels that of those used with the operation code NWCLS (cf. 5.111321). The name of the new composed class stands between the tab mark and the first comma, followed by the classes whose members will be included in the membership of the new composed class. The new composed class may include not only the members of non-composed classes but also those of other composed classes. Note that none of the class names or class members may include a period, comma, or percent sign (cf. 5.111321).

If we assume the existence of the non-composed classes start and end, generated as in 5.1212231, we can gain the ability to manipulate the entire name Harry by using the instruction COMPOS name,start,end. The members of the new non-composed class name would be H and arry. (Note that the sequencing of the members of a composed class reflects the order in which its component classes are named in the COMPOS instruction.)
As a more meaningful example we may cite the instructional sequence

NWCLS vowels, a,e,i,o,u.
NWCLS liquids, r, l.
NWCLS nasals, n, m.
COMPOS vocalics, vowels, liquids.
COMPOS sonorants, vocalics, nasals.

The composed class vocalics includes the members a, e, i, o, u. The composed class sonorants includes all of these plus n and m.

5.1222 Deletion of Classes.

The following instructions permit the deletion of strings stored in core areas other than the item buffer. Since such strings are always associated with a non-composed class, their deletion also entails the deletion of the corresponding class name. Note that there is as yet no provision in EVC either for the deletion of composed classes or for their modification to reflect the deletion of non-composed classes which they include. It follows that the deletion instructions must be used with extreme care. On the other hand, the deletion feature permits the repeated use of one and the same class name with different memberships, i.e., it makes possible the storage of both variables and constants in the same manner.

5.12221 The Operation Code DELETE.

This operation code results in the deletion from core of an entire non-composed class--both the class members and the class name. The tab mark is immediately followed by the name of the class to be deleted. Thus, assuming that the instructions cited in 5.12221 had been executed, the instruction DELETE end would result in the removal from core of both the class name end and the class member arry.

5.12222 The Operation Code DELSER.

This code parallels DELETE except that it deletes the names and memberships of all the non-composed classes constituting a series formed in accordance with 5.12222 above. Thus, if, after executing two of the SERNAM instructions discussed in 5.12222, we write DELSER label, both the class names label0 and label1 and their members would be deleted.

5.1223 Transference of Strings to Item Buffer.

5.12231 Transfer of Individual Class Members to the Item Buffer.

These instructions make possible the examination and manipulation of individual class members. They are applicable only to non-composed classes.
5.122311 The Operation Code **LOOKAT**.

This operation code transfers the first member of a given non-composed class to the item buffer. In addition, it sets a class-member pointer to the first character of the second member of the class, if any such member exists. The class name immediately follows the tab mark. Thus, if we assume the previous execution of the instruction NWCLS nouns, hat, dog, face. (cf. 5.111321), the instruction **LOOKAT** nouns places the characters hat in the item buffer.

5.122312 The Operation Code **LKCLNX**.

This code transfers to the item buffer that member of a given class which is indicated by the pointer mentioned in 5.122311. In addition it resets the class-member pointer to the first character of the next member of the class, if any such member exists. The format parallels that for 5.122311.

Thus, if we follow the **LOOKAT** instruction illustrated in 5.122311 with **LKCLNX** nouns, the string dog will be transferred to the item buffer. If we repeat the **LKCLNX** instruction the item buffer will contain face.

5.122313 The Operation Code **LKCRCM**.

This operation code also transfers to the item buffer a single member of the class whose name follows the tab mark. However, the member chosen is the member whose sequential position within the class corresponds to that of the last class member of any non-composed class transferred to the item buffer by either an **LOOKAT** or an **LKCLNX** instruction. Thus, if the class verbs has the membership run, go, jump, and if after manipulating the string face, placed in the item buffer by the second **LKCLNX** instruction mentioned in 5.122312, we write **LKCRCM** verbs, the member transferred to the item buffer will be jump, since it occupies the same sequential position within the class verbs, which face occupies within the class nouns.

5.122314 The Operation Code **LKSRBG**.

This operation code places in the item buffer the sole member of the first of a series of one-member classes generated by the use of the instruction **SERNAM** (cf. 5.121212 above). In addition, a series-member pointer is set to indicate the class, if any, which is the second member of the series in question. The format is the same as for the operation code **SERNAM** (cf. 5.121212). Thus, the instruction **LKSRBG** label will put the class member associated with the class name label0 in the item buffer.

5.122315 The Operation Code **LKSRNX**.

This operation code places in the item buffer the class member associated with that class of a series generated by the use of **SERNAM** instructions (cf. 5.121212) which is indicated by the series-member pointer mentioned in 5.122314. It also resets the pointer to indicate the next class in the series, if any such exists. Thus, if, after execution of the **LKSRBG** instruction cited in 5.122314, the program encounters
LKSRNX label, it will transfer to the item buffer the class member associated with the class name label1 and reset the series-member pointer to indicate the class name label2, if such a class exists.

5.122316 The Operation Code LKCRM.

This code parallels LKCRM (cf. 5.122313), except that it operates with classes included in series generated by SERNAM instructions (cf. 5.121212). Thus, if after the execution of the LKSRNX instruction cited in 5.122315 the program encounters the instruction LKCRM word, it will place in the item buffer the class member associated with the class name word1 and set the series-member pointer to indicate the class name word2.

5.12232 Transfer of All Members of a Class to the Item Buffer.

5.122321 The Operation Code DUMP.

This operation code moves the entire membership of a non-composed class, with percentage marks separating the individual members, to the item buffer. The class name follows the tab mark. Thus, assuming the same class membership as that given in 5.122311, the instruction DUMP nouns places in the item buffer the sequence hat%dog%face.

5.12233 Transfer to the Item Buffer of the Membership of All Classes in a Series.

5.122331 The Operation Code JOINSR.

This operation code places in the item buffer, without intervening spaces, the membership of all the classes in a series generated by repeated SERNAM instructions (cf. 5.121212). The sequencing of class members corresponds to the ascending numerical order of the digits in the class names associated with them. Thus, if the class label0 has the member xy and the class label1 has the member a, and there is no class label2; the instruction JOINSR label places xy a in the item buffer.

5.122332 The Operation Code SEQSER.

This differs from JOINSR only in that individual class members are separated by a space. Its use in the example cited for 5.122331 places xy a in the item buffer.

5.13 Control of Program Flow.

5.131 Unconditional Transfer.

5.1311 Transfer to an Instruction Preceded by a Label.

A label in an EVC program is a string of characters immediately preceded and followed by single hyphens. The initial hyphen must be immediately preceded by a line feed. While the terminating hyphen need not be immediately followed by a line feed, the program will ignore all
the characters which occur between that hyphen and the next line feed. (For examples of labels see 5.13111 and 5.13112.)

5.13111 The Operation Code GOTO.

This operation code causes the program to take as its next instruction the first instruction following a given label. The label, minus the preceding and following hyphens, is placed immediately after the tab mark. Thus, GOTO _middle causes the program to take as its next instruction the instruction following the label _middle_.

5.13112 The Operation Code GOTOIT.

This operation code differs from GOTO in that the label is not specified in the instruction but is assumed to be already present in the item buffer. There are no other operands. Thus, if the item buffer contains the sequence _middle_ the instruction GOTOIT will have the same effect as GOTO _middle_.

5.13113 The Operation Code VISIT.

This operation code differs from GOTO only in that it sets a return pointer to indicate the location of the next instruction following the VISIT instruction. The return pointer may then be utilized in connection with a GOHOME instruction (cf. 5.13121). Thus, the use of VISIT _middle_ has the same immediate effect on program flow as the use of GOTO _middle_.

5.13114 The Operation Code VISITI.

This differs from VISIT (cf. 5.13113) just as GOTOIT (cf. 5.13112) differs from GOTO (cf. 5.13111). Thus, if the item buffer already contains the string _middle_, VISITI will have the same effect as VISIT _middle_.

5.1312 Transfer to an Instruction Preceded by a VISIT or VISITI Instruction.

5.13121 The Operation Code GOHOME.

This operation code causes the program to take as its next instruction the instruction indicated by the return pointer mentioned in 5.13113. It has no operands. Note that the use of GOHOME must be carefully coordinated with that of VISIT and VISITI.

5.1313 Omission of Instructions.

5.13131 The Operation Code SKIP.

This operation code causes the program to ignore a number (from 1 to decimal 29) of lines (instructions and/or labels) in selecting the next instruction to be executed. The number of lines to be ignored is specified by a decimal number following the tab mark. Thus, SKIP _3_ causes the program to take as its next instruction the instruction on the fourth line following the SKIP instruction. (If that line is occupied
by a label the program will take its next instruction from the following line.)

5.132 Conditional Transfer.

Since all conditional-transfer instructions have operation codes beginning with the sequence IF, they will henceforth be referred to as IF instructions. All IF instructions cause the program to test for the existence of a given condition. Depending on the results of the test, the program either proceeds to the next instruction following the IF instruction or omits that instruction and transfers to the following instruction, i.e., behaves as if the IF instruction were the instruction SKIP 1 (cf. 5.131).

5.1321 Transfer Conditional on the Results of a Comparison of the Contents of Item Buffer and a Literal.

5.13211 The Operation Code IFIDEN.

This operation code causes the program to omit the next instruction if the contents of the item buffer are not identical with a given literal. The literal, set off as in 5.13211, follows the tab mark. Thus, if the item buffer contains the string Harry, the instruction IFIDEN _John_ will result in the omission of the next instruction. If the item buffer does contain the string John, the next instruction will be executed.

The next instruction after an IFIDEN instruction is usually an unconditional-transfer instruction (cf. 5.131). Thus, the instruction IFIDEN _xJohnx_ might be immediately followed by GOTO middle so that the presence of the string John in the item buffer would result in a transfer to the instruction following the label-middle- (cf. 5.13111).

5.13212 The Operation Code IFINC.

This causes omission of the following instruction if the contents of the item buffer do not include a given literal. Format as in 5.13211. Thus, if the item buffer contains the string Johnny, the instruction IFINC _John_ would not result in an omitted instruction, although IFIDEN _John_ would.

5.132131 The Operation Code IFEND.

This causes omission of a line if sequence of characters in the item buffer including the final character are not identical with a given literal. Format as in 5.13211. Thus, IFEND _-_y-_ will not result in an omitted instruction whether the item buffer contains Harry or Johnny. However, IFEND _-ry-_ will omit an instruction if the latter string is encountered.

5.13214 The Operation Code IFBEG.

This differs from IFEND only in that the string in the item buffer must include the first character. Thus, IFBEG _/John/_ will not omit an instruction if either John or Johnny is in the item buffer, but IFBEG _-_John- will omit an instruction if it encounters the former.
5.1322 Transfer Conditional on Number of Characters in Item Buffer.

5.13221 The Operation Code IFLNGRTH.

This causes omission of an instruction if the item buffer does not contain more than a given number of characters. The number (in decimal notation) is given after the tab. Thus, IFLNGRTH 5 will omit an instruction if the item buffer contains John or Harry, but not if it contains Johnny.

5.13222 The Operation Code IFSHTRTH.

This omits an instruction if the item buffer does not contain fewer than a given number of characters. Format as in 5.13221. Thus, IFSHTRTH 5 omits a line if the item buffer contains Harry or Johnny, but not if it contains John.

5.13223 The Operation Code IFEQLGTH.

This omits a line if the item buffer does not contain a given number of characters. Format as in 5.13221. IFEQLGTH 5 omits an instruction if either John or Johnny is encountered, but not if the item buffer contains Harry.

5.133 Transfer Conditional on the Results of a Comparison of the Contents of the Item Buffer with One or More Class Members.

5.1331 The Operation Code IFMEM.

This operation code omits an instruction if the contents of the item buffer are not identical with one of the members of a given class (composed or non-composed). The class name follows the tab mark. Thus, assuming the same class membership as in 5.12231, the instruction IFMEM nouns will omit a line if the item buffer does not contain one (and only one) of the three strings, dog, face, hat.

5.1332 The Operation Code IFMBSR.

This differs from IFMEM only in that the contents of the item buffer are compared with the membership of each of the classes constituting a series generated by the use of SERNAME instructions (cf. 5.121212). Thus, IFMBSR label, assuming the same classes and membership as in 5.12233, will omit an instruction unless the item buffer contains either a or xy.

5.1333 The Operation Code IFMREXTH.

This operation code omits an instruction if the item buffer does not include a larger number of characters than the number found in the first member of a given non-composed class. Format as in 5.1331. Thus, IFMREXTH nouns, assuming the same membership as in 5.12231, will omit an instruction if the item buffer contains less than four characters since hat, the first member of the class in question, contains three.
5.1334 The Operation Code IFLSEXTH.

This differs from IFMREXTH only in that an instruction is omitted if the item buffer does not contain fewer characters than the first member of the non-composed class. Thus, assuming the same membership as in 5.122311, IFLSEXTH nouns will omit an instruction if the item buffer contains more than two characters.

5.1335 The Operation Code IFTEQEX.

This differs from IFMREXTH only in that an instruction is omitted if the item buffer and the first member of the non-composed class do not contain the same number of characters. Thus, in the example cited in 5.1334, IFTEQEX nouns will omit a line if the input buffer contains either more or less than three characters.

5.1336 The Operation Code IFLSTH.

This operation code omits an instruction if the first ASCII character in the item buffer is not numerically less than the first ASCII character of the first member of a given non-composed class. Thus, assuming the same membership as in 5.122311, IFLSTH nouns will omit a line if the first ASCII character in the item has an octal value of 150 or more, since octal 150 is the value of ASCII E, the first character of hat.

5.1337 The Operation Code IFGRTH.

This differs from IFLSTH only in that an instruction is omitted if the first character of the first ASCII character in the input buffer is not numerically greater than the first character of the first member of a given non-composed class. Thus, in the example cited in 5.1336, IFGRTH nouns will omit a line if the first ASCII character in the item buffer has an octal value of 150 or less.

5.134 Transfer Conditional on Existence of a Given Non-Composed Class.

5.1341 The Operation Code IFEXST.

This operation code omits a line if a given non-composed class is not currently stored in core. The class name follows the tab mark. Thus, assuming only the classes mentioned in 5.122311, IFEXST nouns will not omit an instruction, while IFXST adj's will.

5.1342 The Operation Code IFISNO.

This differs from IFEXST only in that the omission of an instruction takes place if a given non-composed class is currently in core. Thus, in the example cited in 5.1341, IFISNO nouns omits an instruction, while IFISNO adj's does not.

5.14 Output.

Output is always onto a disk file attached to channel 3. For this reason we will refer to the output file as file 3.
5.141 Output of Contents of Item Buffer.

5.1411 The Operation Code PUTIT.

This operation code causes the entire current contents of the item buffer to be written on file 3. No operands are used. Thus, if after the instructions LKLIT abc (cf. 5.11131) and KLFRS 1 (cf. 5.121112) the program encounters a PUTIT instruction, the string bc will be written on file 3.

5.142 Output of Class Membership.

5.1421 The Operation Code PUTALL.

This operation code causes the program to write on file 3 the entire membership of any class—composed or non-composed—with a carriage return following each class member. The class name follows the tab mark. Thus, PUTALL nouns, assuming the same membership as in 5.122311, causes the program to write on file 3 the sequence

hat
face
dog

5.1422 The Operation Code PUTSER.

This results in the writing on file 3 of the class members corresponding to all of the classes in a series generated by repeated SERNAM instructions (cf. 5.121121). Each class member is followed by a carriage return. Thus, assuming the same classes and class members as in 5.122331, the instruction PUTSER label writes on file 3

xy
a

5.143 The Output of Literals.

5.1431 The Operation Code PUTLIT.

This operation code causes a string of characters following the tab mark and set off as in 5.111211, to be written on file 3. Thus, PUTLIT—abc—writes abc on file 3.

5.15 Program Delimiters.

5.151 The Operation Code BEG.

The first instruction of any EVO program must begin the operation code BEG. The tab mark may, but need not, be followed by additional material. This material must not extend beyond the first line feed following BEG.
5.152 The Operation Code FIN.

The last instruction of any EVC program must begin with this operation code. Program operation is normally terminated by a GOTO instruction (cf. 5.1311) which leads to the execution of the FIN instruction. Material following the tab mark of the FIN instruction is ignored.

6. Program for the Conversion of Assertions Concerning a Target Language to a Coded Format.

6.0 Justification and Purpose.

6.01 Archetypal Assertions as a Substitute for a Programming Language.

One of the major obstacles to the utilization of computational techniques by language teachers has been the need to master a programming language. Such languages, no matter how user-oriented, always entail the assimilation of new modes of discourse about a familiar subject, a task which many find difficult or insurmountable. It would, therefore, seem desirable to make it possible for language teachers (and other scholars as well) to interact effectively with a computing system "on their own terms," i.e. without the previous acquisition of a system of discourse which differs markedly from that which they are accustomed to employ.

It would appear that a satisfactory solution to this problem entails an approach to the problem of discourse systems diametrically opposed to that inherent in the programming language approach. Instead of forcing the language teacher to master a new lexicon and grammar, we must analyze the utterances which characterize his own discourse in the hope of deriving therefrom a finite (if, perhaps, large) set of archetypal assertions, capable of conveying all the information which a language teacher normally wishes to communicate. If we are successful in this task we can hope to establish effective communication between the language teacher and the computing system simply by requiring the former to 1) formulate all statements intended for computer consumption within the framework of the archetypal assertions included in our set, and 2) supply the variables required to convert a given archetypal assertion to a statement applicable to the language or languages he is dealing with. (Such a statement will henceforth be called a concrete assertion.)

To illustrate the isolation of an archetypal assertion let us consider the following statements:
1) Russian stressed Y is pronounced like the vowel of English 'toot'.
2) The closest English sound to that of stressed Russian Y is the vowel sound heard in words like 'toot'.
3) To pronounce Russian stressed Y place the lips and tongue in approximately the same position as that for the vowel of English 'toot'.
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We submit that each of the above statements is adequately covered by the following assertion: The sound represented by Russian stressed Й is very similar to the sound represented by the oo of English 'toot'.

This statement may in turn be converted to the archetypal assertion: The sound represented by TARGET LANGUAGE VARIABLE is very similar to that represented by BASE LANGUAGE VARIABLE.

It would appear that a language teacher wishing to communicate to a computational system the information conveyed by any of our three original utterances would 1) easily recognize the equivalence of the original utterance and our archetypal assertion, and 2) find no difficulty in supplying the variables needed for the formulation of a concrete assertion.

6.02 The Value of a Converter Program.

If a concrete assertion is to serve as a useful tool in the generation of programmed instructional material it is necessary to have some convenient means of 1) distinguishing the archetypal portion of the assertion from the variables accompanying it, and 2) retrieving the individual variables whenever they may be needed in the generation of instructional frames. It follows that it will be useful to convert a concrete assertion from its original formulation to 1) a string of characters corresponding to the archetypal portion of the instruction and constituting an operation code to be utilized in calling computer routines used to generate the appropriate instructional frames, and 2) a set of literals corresponding to the variables of the concrete assertion and each associated with a single label utilized in the frame-generation routines.

6.1 Documentation.

6.11 Function of the Program.

(See 6.01 and 6.02.)

6.12 File Format.

6.121 Input File.

The input consists of a disk file (channel 2) containing one or more concrete assertions.

6.1211 Use of the Tab Mark plus a Delimitative Character to indicate the Beginning of a Concrete Assertion.

Each concrete assertion must begin with a tab mark. The tab mark must be immediately followed by a delimitative character. This may be any ASCII character other than the tab mark which does not occur within the assertion in a non-delimitative function. However, it is generally more convenient to use a character such as a slash or a hyphen than to employ an alphanumeric character.
6.1212 The Delimation of Variables within a Concrete Assertion.

Variables within a concrete assertion are set off by a preceding and a following single occurrence of the delimitative character specified at the beginning of the assertion. Spaces immediately preceding or following the delimitative character are ignored.

6.1213 Use of the Delimitative Character to Terminate a Concrete Assertion.

The last non-delimitative character of a concrete assertion is immediately followed by an uninterrupted sequence of two delimitative characters. If the terminal non-delimitative character is part of a variable, the delimitative character which signals the end of the variable also serves as the first of the two characters used to terminate the assertion. A period preceding the terminating characters is ignored.

6.1214 Example of Concrete Construction with Variables.

6.12141 Hyphen Used as Delimitative Character.

-The sound represented by -Russian stressed Y- is very similar to that represented by -the English vowel in 'toot'.--

(In this assertion the variables are Russian stressed Y and the English vowel in 'toot'.)

6.12142 Slash Used as Delimitative Character.

#/The sound represented by /Russian stressed Y/ is very similar to that represented by /the English vowel in 'toot'./#

6.122 Output File.

The output consists of a disk file (channel 3) containing the initial portion of an EVC program including one NCLNTM instruction (cf. 5.111322) for each of the concrete assertions of the input file.

6.1221 Delimitative Characters.

The delimitative character for the NCLNTM instruction (cf. 5.111322) is identical with that for the concrete assertion.

6.1222 Class Name.

The class name for each NCLNTM instruction consists of the initial letters of the words which make up the non-variable portion of the concrete assertion corresponding to the instruction. Thus, for the example cited under 6.1214 the class name is tarbyvstrb.

6.1223 Class Members.

The individual class members for each NCLNTM instruction consist of the individual variables included in the corresponding concrete assertion. Thus, for the example cited under 6.1214 the class members are the strings Russian stressed Y and the English vowel in toot.
6.1224 Example of Output Corresponding to the Input Illustrated under 6.1214.

6.12241 With Delimitative Character as in 6.12141.

NCLNTM -tsrbivsttrb-Russian stressed Y-the English vowel in 'toot'--

6.12242 With Delimitative Character as in 6.12142.

NCLNTM /tsrbivsttrb/Russian stressed Y/the English vowel in 'toot'/


The program documented under 6.1 provides material which could be used as input for more sophisticated EVC programs designed to generate instructional frames. Thus, the example cited under 6.1224 could be converted to a presentation frame, consisting of the archetypal assertion itself, and two fill-in frames, one calling for the student to fill in the first variable, the other calling for the second variable.

It would appear that a carefully organized set of archetypal assertions would make possible a much more sophisticated set of frame generation routines. Thus, if we changed the example cited under 6.1214 to -The sound represented by -Russian- stressed -Y- is very similar to that represented by the -oo- in the -English- word -toot--, the more discrete nature of the variables would permit a much wider variety of reinforcement frames.

7. Conclusions.

The work carried out during the contract period resulted in the development of a number of research tools which, it is to be hoped, will prove useful in future work on the automatic generation of materials for programmed language instruction. Thus, the programs and notations discussed in sections 1 through 3 should prove helpful in the automatic generation of a wide variety of phrases and/or utterances utilizing a given vocabulary item. The program discussed in section 4 facilitates the input of information necessary for the successful application of such generative techniques to a new vocabulary. The EVC language discussed in section 5 will, it is hoped, greatly increase the speed with which new programs can be written and debugged. Finally, the EVC program discussed in section 6 allows language teachers to prepare input for computer processing without learning a new mode of discourse.

While it is obvious that many problems must be overcome in developing automatically generated programmed language-instructional materials, it would seem that we can now proceed to the investigation of such problems in a much more efficient manner than was previously possible.
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